















Six reasons for choosing an

from Advantage Six
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measures just 168 x 103 x 53 mm.

the

 

has a rugged aluminium chassis.

the

 

slips into its flight case for a life on the road.
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uses RISC OS as its native Operating System.

gives you
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computing from just £499.

uses the latest ARM9 CPU with graphics co-processor
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:

168 x 103 x 53 mm (6.6" x 4.1" x 2.1" approx.)
Colour - Cobalt Blue.
Aluminium chassis.
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Samsung ARM9 Processor (400MHz)
Graphics co-processor
Power control processor
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128MB SDRAM
8MB VRAM
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40 GB

:

RISC OS Adjust32
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2 x USB
Mic in
Headphones
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2 x USB
2 x PS/2
10/100 BaseT network
RS232 serial
Power in
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: 5V, 20W
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Power/reset switch.
Status/health indicator.
Drive activity indicator.

     

  

Product

Price
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£ 499.00
£586.33 inc VAT

includes:

computer

Keyboard
Mouse
Power Supply
IEC Cable

options purchased with
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:

External DVD drive inc. drivers

£ 79.75
£93.71 inc VAT

Colour-matched wireless keyboard/mouse
replacing standard keyboard/mouse

17" TFT monitor
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£ 39.75
£46.71 inc VAT

£ 199.00
£233.83 inc VAT

Flight case

£ 10.00
£11.75 inc VAT

flight case purchased separately

£ 30.00
£35.25 inc VAT

Carriage on machine

£ 15.00
£17.63 inc VAT



Developer Scheme

Advantage Six Ltd are keen to promote the development of RISC OS software. Often,
developers are disadvantaged because they must pay to join a developer scheme.



developer scheme is different. We are offering developers £50 inc VAT
The
off the price of a developer-issue machine, including RISC OS Adjust32 Preview, thus
giving them a head-start in writing new and exciting applications for the RISC OS
platform.
Developers may convert their machine over to a full retail machine when it becomes
available.
How to join the



Developer Scheme

Please read the Developer Agreement overleaf. If you wish to join the A9home
Developer Scheme, please fill in and sign both copies of the form below.
Remove both copies from the file and hand to an assistant, who will process your
order and return one copy back to you for your reference. Alternatively telephone
Advantage Six Ltd on 01706 848600 for details of how to complete paperwork after the
Wakefield show.



developer scheme



I would like to join the
Developer Scheme. I have read and understood the
"developer agreement" overleaf and agree to the conditions therein.
I would like to purchase an developer-issue
retail price.



at a discount of £50 inc VAT off the

Name:

Address:

Postcode :
For office use:

Telephone :



serial:

E-mail:
Checked & released by:
Signature:
Date



Developer Agreement

1) This agreement is between you (the signee) and Advantage Six Ltd. It is not
transferrable.

 

,
2) This agreement gives you the opportunity to purchase a developer-issue
complete with RISC OS Adjust32 Preview, at a developer discount of £50 inc VAT. This offer
is at the sole discretion of Advantage Six Ltd, and may be modified or removed - on an
individual or group basis - without notice.
3) You are licensed to use RISC OS Adjust32 Preview until such time as a full release of
RISC OS Adjust32 is provided. At such time support from Advantage Six Ltd for RISC OS
Adjust32 Preview will cease and you will need to upgrade to RISC OS Adjust32.
4) You understand that RISC OS Adjust32 Preview is provided to you by Advantage Six
Ltd, and is not supplied with any support or warranty by RISC OS Ltd.
5) You declare that you are, or intend to be, a bona-fide developer of RISC OS products or
software.

 

6) You may move from the developer version as soon as retail machines are available.
Your
computer will then be upgraded to the full retail version upon payment of
the difference between the developer and retail price of your machine. This upgrade
includes the current RISC OS Adjust32 release. We will also give you full retail support for
the
from the retailer and commence your retail warranty period.



  

7) You understand that developer-issue
machines may ship with experimental,
or "beta" software. You agree to co-operate with reasonable requests from Advantage Six
Ltd in order to evaluate and/or test such software.

 

8) You will supply feedback regarding the developer-issue
only via Advantage
Six Ltd. Advantage Six Ltd will identify to you the channels through which it is possible to
provide feedback.

 

9) In order to allow Advantage Six Ltd to provide you with a full retail version of the
, you may be required to return the machine to us. This will be at your risk and
cost. The machine will be returned to you at our risk and cost.
10) Other optional interim releases may be made available which may require the machine
to be returned to us. If you choose to avail yourself of these, they will be made under the
same terms as clause 9 above.
11) Under no circumstances will Advantage Six Ltd, its authors, its licensors or its
distributors be liable for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage (including, but
not limited to: loss or corruption of data, loss of profits, inability to process and interruption
to business) arising out of the use of, or inability to use, the supplied software or hardware,
even if Advantage Six Ltd, its authors, its licensors or its distributors have been advised of
the possibility of such loss or damage. Advantage Six Ltd's aggregate liability and that of
its authors, licensors or its distributors shall be limited to the amount paid for the software
and/or hardware. Advantage Six Ltd is acting on behalf of its authors, licensors and
distributors for the purpose of disclaiming, excluding and/or limiting obligations, warranties
and liabilities as provided in this license, but in no other respects and for no other purpose.
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